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The Saga of the 143
The Saga of the 143 is a joint article
by Mike Koste and Lowell Schultz. It
has all the hallmarks of a great novel:
anticipation, despair, mystery, redemption and, of course, a happy
ending. - Ed.

Part I – by Mike Koste
It's a sure bet that everyone in
volved in this hobby maintains a
"want" list of some kind, whether it
be for an elusive part, obsolete
documentation, or perhaps a par
ticular radio to add to their collec
tion. Hard to believe that nearly
two decades has passed since I fi
nally landed the one that had been
avoiding me for so long.
I was first introduced to the RCA
143 from a grainy black and white
photo in Morgan McMahon's book
A Flick of the Switch. Many years
passed before I actually met up
with a live example of this set.
Once I saw it, and heard it play, I
knew it was one I absolutely had
to have. Was it the unusual mar
riage of the cathedral and tomb
stone cabinet styles? The nearly
continuous coverage over four
bands? Eight tubes including a
pair of 42's driving a pushpull
class A output stage? Double
vernier tuning? And hey, if you be
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lieved
RCA's sales pitch, a radio

with a "Magic Brain" had to be state
of the art for 1934. To a collector's
eyes, this radio was just flatout
sexy
Two or three available 143's crossed
my path at a few Kutztowns and
elsewhere. But sadly, they were al
ways priced far beyond my means.
So when an opportunity arose to
purchase the 143's little brother, the
model 128, I jumped at the opportu
nity. A somewhat similarly styled
shouldered tombstone, the RCA 128
had two less tubes and didn't have
longwave capability. But it looked
good, worked well and the price was
right.
Fast forward to June, 2007. One day
while surfing eBay, a familiar image
presented itself. There was only one
picture, was poorly lit and not very
well detailed. The item was listed
as "old RCA radio" and offered little
in the way of a description. But
there was no doubt about it. This
was the set I've lusted over for
nearly twenty years. Without giving
it any further thought, I entered my
one and only bid and waited....
Can you imagine my surprise a cou
ple of days later when I received a
private message from the seller who
informed me that he
1 decided to end

the auction early and when he
pulled the plug, I was the highest
bidder. "How would you like to pay
for it?" My jaw dropped. His feed
back was spotless, but just to be
safe, informed him I'd include an
extra $20 if he'd purposely over
package my purchase to assure
safe passage from California to
Pennsylvania. So, for the bargain
basement price of $110, I finally
bagged my personal Holy Grail.
At this point, I probably should
have kept my mouth shut. But like
a kid with a new toy, I was anxious
to spread the news of what I felt
was a monumental score. While
awaiting shipment, the Antique
Radio Forum provided the vehicle
of communication. Following a
couple of "wows" and "good
scores", my enthusiasm was sud
denly deflated when a forum mem
ber posted:
Mike,
You'll find that the cabinet has been
sawed off in the back. You didn't do
very well. There is a reason why he
showed only one side of the cabi
net. I am not joking either.
Benny

Now I have no idea who Benny is,
if he had personal history
with2010
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radio I'd just bought, or perhaps had had been sheered off.
an old axe to grind with the seller.
It appeared that the 143's cabinet
To what extent was the back had been modified so the radio
sawed? Should I have been a more could sit on a bookshelf too short to
cautious bidder and asked for more/ accommodate the set's height. You
better illustrations? Would I be out gotta wonder why the person with
of line suggesting to the seller that the saw didn't just edit the shelf on
I'd heard his radio wasn't all it was the bookcase instead cutting into
cracked up to be? If what the ARF the radio.
poster suggested was true, it would
certainly explain why the auction So after twenty years of waiting and
ended early.
searching, I was back to waiting
and searching. But this time, all I
In retrospect, I would guess he was needed was a replacement cabinet.
bombarded with questions from
other potential bidders and didn't But this past December, I did what I
want to deal with coming clean and probably should have done all
extending the courtesy of answer along: I emailed the DVHRC's Low
ing.
ell Schultz.
Question One was answered about Part II – by Lowell Schultz
ten days later when a large, heavy
box was delivered to my back door. When Mike Koste contacted me
saying he had a cabinet that had
My anticipation instantly morphed been “trimmed” and did I think I
into disappointment when I un could restore it, my answer was
“Very likely.”
crated my new treasure.
When he sent the picture of a cabi
net with about two thirds of it miss
ing, my reaction was “Wow! What
am I getting myself into now???”
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I brought the “trimmed” cabinet
home and my first thought was to
get out the biscuit joiner. However,
after a brief review I realized the
biscuit joiner may be a suitable join
ing method to splice an addition to
the side panels but questionable for
the shoulder pieces and certainly
could not be used on the thin,
Benny was absolutely right. The curved top.
cabinet indeed had been sawed off
in the back. As a matter of fact, That realization meant “Start from
about one third of the sides and top scratch” as our mothers did when
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they made biscuits. They did not
simply open a box and dump the
contents into a mixing bowl.
Rather, they carefully selected and
measured the ingredients as they
combined them into a bowl. The
mixture was portioned onto a bak
ing pan and placed into the oven to
emerge as tasty biscuits.

pieces that were large enough for
the sides of the new cabinet. The
veneer plywood was sawed to
size, allowing for 1/4 inch on the
front and top for the tenons that
would later be fit into the mortises
of the adjoining parts.

The bridge to provide the support
for the curved top at the back of
the cabinet was designed by repli
cating the radius of the dado that
had been cut along the top of the
front panel during original manu
facture. Extra material was cut
from the underside of the rear
The newly sawed sides were then bridge to make it more dainty and
clamped and glued onto the base form a graceful arch.
And so it was with my situation. I strips and the original front of the
did not find the parts to build an cabinet.
The completed rear arch was at
RCA 143 cabinet neatly packed in
tached to the shoulder sections
a box labeled “Some assembly re
and sides with glue and screws.
quired” at Home Depot (or Lowes
for that matter).
Therefore, I
needed to design and fabricate
each of the parts to build the cabi
net.
I carefully pried and wiggled the
trimmed parts off the cabinet front
for my “start from scratch” cabinet
The next step consisted of sawing
project.
out the curved ends of the shoul
der sections on the band saw and
then using a router with an ogee
bit to form the curved edge. A
mortise was also cut into the bot
tom of the shoulder strips to accept
the tenon that had been formed on
the side pieces. Glue was applied
to the joining areas of these shoul
der pieces which were then
clamped to the sides over the
tenons.

I was now faced with devising a
method to form the smooth curve
of the cabinet top. An attempt to
bend 1/8inch veneer plywood re
sulted in a splintered curve that re
minded me of a porcupine in a de
fensive posture.
During another search in my cabi
net parts stash, I unearthed two
pieces of 1/16 inch thick sheets
that had walnut veneer on one side
and a wood backing on the other.
Rather than resorting to geometry
to calculate the length of the in
scribed arc of the circle that was
formed by the chord of the bridge, I
simply made trial cuts to fit the first
thin layer of veneer to the curved

I typically dismantle severely dam
aged cabinets to serve as a source
of cabinet repair material.
I sorted through that collection of
veneer plywood and found two
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“Saga of the RCA 143" was com one was welcomed to the first meet
plete and the finished cabinet was ing of the new year.
returned to Mike for the installation
Wilbur Gilroy was welcomed as a
of the chassis.
new member and for driving all the
way from Lake Winola, PA to Telford
The second piece of veneer was
for the meeting.
cut to fit and clamped over the first
with the veneer side out. I hastily
A couple of announcements fol
gathered a binding strap, numerous
lowed: The board of directors will
bungee cords and some wood
have the same lineup as 2009 with
strips to create a clamping method
Stan Saeger, President, Dave
that would press the second veneer
Abramson, VP, and Dave Snellman,
layer tightly down onto the first and
Sec/Tres. Dave Dean and Mike
hold it in place until the glue cured.
Koste will serve as members at
top supports. It was glued and
nailed with tiny nails to the rear
bridge and the dado along the top
of the front panel.

(No good deed goes unpunished –
after seeing pictures of the 143 re
build by Lowell, I contacted him
with another challenge – a Zenith
S829 that sat in a damp basement
for many years. Not learning his
lesson, Lowell agreed to take a
look.  Ed.)

After the side molding strips that
had been carefully removed from
the original cabinet sides were Club Dues are Due
glued in place on the new sides, Dues for 2010 are payable now at
the RCA 143 cabinet reconstruction $20 per year. The year your dues
was virtually completed.
are paid through appears on the ad
dress label after your name.
The next trick was to judiciously ap
ply stain to the exposed bare wood To pay your dues send a check to
in order to match its tone to the Dave Snellman, or give it to him at a
previously tinted areas of the as meeting. If you think the club's
sembled parts. Tinted lacquer was records are in error (mistakes can
also applied to masked portions of happen), contact Dave as well.
the cabinet to achieve a pleasing
overall tone. And then the final all January 2010 Meeting
important step..... To apply several Notes
coats of clear lacquer to the com
The Delaware Valley Historic Radio
plete cabinet.
Club held its first meeting for the
year 2010 on January 12th in the
At that point my contribution to the
Telford Community Center. Every
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large. The Kutztown Radio Show 
Spring dates are May 7 and 8, 2009.
Details will follow. There will be a
large Radio and Electronics Auction
on March 6, at InfoAge in Wall, NJ 
sponsored by InfoAge and NJARC.
The auction will be run by Richard
Estes and feature items from various
estates, the Radio Technology Mu
seum at InfoAge and item surplussed
by infoAge.
Check InfoAge or
NJARC websites for more details:
www.infoage.org or www.njarc.org.
North Wales Community day is com
ing up again this year. The day is
May 15, time from 10 AM to 4 PM.
Speaking of websites, please re
member that the Delaware Valley
Historic Radio Club’s website is
www.dvhrc.info. If you try to go to
the old site “dvhrc.org” you better
have you Chinese dictionary ready.
We lost the site a while back and
someone “bought” it and wants
money to release it. That’s why we
are not using that address anymore.
Frank Krider opened our show and
tell section that night. Frank talked
about his dad’s career with Philco
from the WWII era until his dad re
tired in 1970. He started in crystal
grinding during WWII and moved on
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to test and maintenance technician
and later to working in Philco’s radio
and TV test signal center. Frank
showed the certificate from National
Radio Institute (NRI) his father re
ceived along with a Philco Service
Man award he received.
Chuck Azzalina showed how he is
progressing with his Postal Radio
Receiver (1935.) The chassis has
been rechromed and is looking first
rate. Keep us posted, Chuck, on ad
ditional progress.
Walt Peters is looking to create an
art deco nouveau cabinet design for
a project he is working on with a
friend of his.
I think that is about it for the month of
January. The next meeting will be
Tuesday, February 9, 2010, at 7:30
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PM at the Telford Community Center.
 Dave Snellman

Thanks . .
. . to the following club members
who donated tubes to the club's in
ventory: Lowell Schultz, Mike Koste,
Stan Saeger and Dave Dean.

Packard Bell Model 62
After some discussion at the January
meeting, some additional progress
was made.
First, we're going to swap out the
output transformer from the new
speaker and replace it with the origi
nal transformer.

stead of the rated 2200 ohms, so
we'll add a 1500 ohm, 10 watt, power
resistor in series.
Third, Lew Newhard generously do
nated a volume control and a tone
control.
Hopefully, the radio will make an ap
pearance in working order, sans
knobs, at the February or March
meeting.

Looking back
Below is a 1947 chart of suggested
service charges for radio repairs. It
first appeared in the 1998 issue of
the Oscillator and was submitted by
Bill Overbeck.

Second, the field coil is 700 ohms in
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